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Feb/March 2021
MY FAVOURITE MONTH & HEADING INTO SPRING
Everyone who knows me knows that I LOVE February: It is my Birthday month,
which always brings a warm and shining day of love into my life but it is also
Groundhog Day, Valentine’s Day, Family Day and Black History Month. There
seems to be a coming together of people in February and it warms my heart – Every.
Single. Year.
This year, the birthday month was a big one as I embarked into the
land of Forty-somethings, or Level 40 as I so lovingly refer to
every age. Every age we reach is like an accomplishment and life
sometimes feels like a video game with all of the twists, turns,
secret doors, challenges and a monster to battle it out with before
you can get to the next level. PLUS it is more fun this way
We have been embarking on a lot out outdoor fun as we went from the Grey
Lockdown order to Red and while I was sad that our usual travel plans were
postponed, my amazing husband went above and beyond and surprised me
with a lawn full of penguins*, an online fundraiser for Youth Opportunities Unlimited annnd a
Virtual Birthday Party complete with Rock n’ Roll Bingo! I felt incredibly special and it meant the
World to be able to “celebrate” with friends and family.
I also applied to the University of
Fredericton for my MBA with a focus on
Real Estate Leadership and just got my
acceptance letter! This MBA is designed for busy
professionals like myself and is virtual, part-time and requires
15-20 hours per week. I am so excited! I have already
ordered a hoodie to show my school pride! It has been
almost 20 years since I graduated from University at
Carleton and I am pretty excited and nervous to take this
step.
And finally, my keynote with the Comeback Champion
Virtual Summit was chosen to be broadcast for all five
days of the conference – which made me incredibly
proud. Thank you to all who took the time to watch.
*no penguins were harmed in the making of this Birthday adventure
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